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SUBJECT: FAV-TOW 

ISSUE: Is the TOW a viable weapon system when mounted on the FAV? 
FACTS: 

1. The FAV-TOW weapon system is an integral part of the LAB O/O Concept. 
2. Skunk Works, IMO, have mounted TOW systems on the FAVs in support of the 
0/0 testing of the LAB. 

3. The FAV-TOW weapon systems were technically inspected by F Company, VB, 
DISCOM, after Exercise LASER MACE. All the TOW systems were deadlined due to 
a number of deficiencies. "Quick Fix" recommendations were made by F Company 
and MICOM TOW office to hopefully provide a near term solution. These "quick 
fixes" were made to insure FAV-TOW vehicles could deploy to FHL for 
instrumented testing. 'l 4. The FAV-TOW vehicles which deployed to FHL were recently reinspected by F j} Company. All indications are that the "quick fixes" did solve some of the 

i problems, however a number of recurring deficiencies were still noted. 

5. Concurrent with F Company input for FAV-TOW solutions, MICOM conducted an 
intensive study of FAV/TOW integration. The preliminary report reinforces F 
Company's concerns. MICOM conducted a number of tests on alternative methods 
of mounting the TOW on the FAV to determine if the FAV/TOW were compatible. MICOM's conclusion is that the"TOW system can be successfully integrated to the FAV, transported, and used to accurately, safely, and reliably fire TOW missiles"(See TAB A for extract of report). 

f. PM, LAB will convene a joint working group with representatives from {j ICOM, TACOM, F Company, 2-1 LAB, and Skunk Works to implement a strategy for 
he integration of the TOW system on the FAV based upon the MICOM report. 

7. All indications are that the FAV and TOW can be successfully integrated 
given an adequate amount of time. The past nine months of constant field 
requirements have precluded a methodical problem solving approach. A new concerted effort will be started in October after CABER T0S& 40d the 2-1 LAB 
ARTEP. The problem will be solved!~ ""'-"'ttu IJ..rJ ') 1 mc1 comest(fgal) as 7662 (P"" "J 



VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In general the series of tests conducted and documented herein demonstrated 
that the TOW Weapon System £fill be successfully integrated to the FAV-S, 
transported, and used to accurately, safely,' and reliably fire TOW missiles. 
The following specific conclusions/recommendations are made: 

A. · The FAV-S as designed and tested for this program passed the various - 
safety and performance tests. If there·· are any structural changes to the. Support fixtures or the locations of same with respect to the vehicle, the 
changes may require retest for verification of safety and reliable performance. 

B. The TOW gunner can safely fire in any_position with respect to the vehicle as long as he has a comfortable and stable position in which to stand. 
The driver can remain seated during firings. The gunner should always be 
conscious of his own position so as not to place his back or lower· body in 
the exhaust plane. 

C. The basic training and safety documentation for use of the TOW System in the ground or vehicle (Ml13 or M15l) mour'·onfigurations will apply for use of the TOW on the FAV-S. This includes the procedures for handling hangfires 
and misfires-of the TOW missile. · 

D. The TOW missile can be handled by one man in. the reloading operation, · 
but the combination of the weight of the missile and the lifting height does 
exceed the one man· safety· limits. It is recommended that an additional assessment 
of the reloading requirement and availability of personnel to assist in this operation be conducted using military personnel. The use of the nerf bar as a 
step may not be available if the user plans on loading/carrying additional 
equipment in this area. 

E. Firing the TOW missile while the FAV-S engine is idling will reduce 
the probability of hit. "Smoothing" the engine idle by adjusting the engine 
idle RPM does reduce the line of sight jitter, but this is not a recommended 
method of operation. 

F. The-survivability of the TOW Weapon System in the FAV-S road and cross country environment appears very good; however, there are shock and vibration 
environments that, though they may occur infrequently, wi11 damage the equipment. 
The TOW system is very durable, but the FAV-S is capable of inputting some 
damaging environments and still have the vehicle and driver survive these one 
time occurrences - leaping ditches, hitting trees or other obstacles, rolling 
the vehicle, etc. The vehicle operators must be sensitive to the. electro- - 
optical equipment being transported and the need for its reliable performance to 
complete their mission. Though this series of- test did not show it, the TOW Weapon System may reduce the mobility of the FAV-S. It is recommended that 
additional cross country field tests of/500 miles 'duration and typical terrain 
features be conducted to determi'ne the survivability/reliability of the TOW 

• Weapon System in the FAV-S environment. · 
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G. The position of the TOW mount in this final configured FAV-S 
would allow for a protective cover to be placed over the driver and the gunner's seated areas. The firing positions would not be restricted by 
this cover. The cover would keep any of the TOW equipment, in case of 
structural failure, from penetrating the roll cage and causing injury to vehicle personnel. 

H. Appendix B presents a message from the TOW Project Office to 
the 9th Infantry Division regarding the use of the TOW Weapon System on the FAV-S. This information was assembled as a result of the tests conducted herein and field tests conducted by the 9th Infantry Division. These instructions/authorizations apply to the FAV-S/TOW and should be 
considered a part of this overall evaluation. 
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